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Abstract. An extended generalization of recent result of Kikina and Kikina (2011)
has been established through the notions of weak compatibility and the property E.A.,
under an implicit-type relation and restricted orbital completeness of the space. The result
of this paper also extends and generalizes that of Imdad and Ali (2007).

1. Introduction
Let pX, dq be a metric space with at least two points. We denote by

fx, the image of x P X under a self-map f on X and by fg, the composition
of self-maps f and g on X. Given x0 P X and f, g and h self-maps on X, the
associated sequence xxny 8n“1 Ă X with the choice
(1.1) x3n´2 “ fx3n´3, x3n´1 “ gx3n´2, x3n “ hx3n´1 for n “ 1, 2, 3, . . .

is an pf, g, hq-orbit at x0. An associated sequence involving two self-maps
was earlier found in [8]. The metric space X is pf, g, hq-orbitally complete [5]
if every Cauchy sequence in the pf, g, hq-orbit at each x0 P X converges in X.

With this notion, Kikina and Kikina [5] proved the following
Theorem 1.1. Let f, g and h be self-maps on X satisfying the three condi-
tions:
p1.2q r1` pdpx, yqsdpfx, gyq ≤ prdpx, fxqdpy, gyq ` dpx, gyqdpy, fxqs

` qmax

"

dpx, yq, dpx, fxq, dpy, gyq,

1

2
rdpx, gyq ` dpy, fxqs

*

,
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p1.3q r1` pdpx, yqsdpgx, hyq ≤ prdpx, gxqdpy, hyq ` dpx, hyqdpy, gxqs

` qmax

"

dpx, yq, dpx, gxq, dpy, hyq,

1

2
rdpx, hyq ` dpy, gxqs

*

,

p1.4q r1` pdpx, yqsdphx, fyq ≤ prdpx, hxqdpy, fyq ` dpx, fyqdpy, hxqs

` qmax

"

dpx, yq, dpx, hxq, dpy, fyq,

1

2
rdpx, fyq ` dpy, hxqs

*

,

for all x, y P X, where p ą ´
1

maxtdpx, yq : x, y P Xu
and 0 ≤ q ă 1.

If X is pf, g, hq-orbitally complete, then f, g and h will have a unique common
fixed point.

It may be noted that if maxtdpx, yq : x, y P Xu “ 0, then X reduces to a
singleton space which is against its choice. Thus the choice of p is meaningful.

In this paper, we first extend the notion of orbital completeness of Kikina
and Kikina [5] and then prove an extended generalization of Theorem 1.1
through weak compatibility and the property E.A., under certain implicit-type
relation and the restricted orbital completeness of the metric space (see the
next Section).

2. Preliminaries and notation
As a weaker version of commuting mappings, Gerald Jungck [2] in-

troduced compatible self-maps f and r on X, which satisfy the asymptotic
condition
(2.1) lim

nÑ8
dpfrxn, rfxnq “ 0,

whenever xxny 8n“1 Ă X is such that
(2.2) lim

nÑ8
fxn “ lim

nÑ8
rxn “ p for some p P X.

It is interesting to note that if xn “ x for all n, from the compatibility of f
and r, it follows that frx “ rfx whenever fx “ rx. That is, the compatible
pair pf, rq commute at their coincidence point p. Self-maps which commute at
their coincidence points are called weakly compatible [3]. However, there can
be weakly compatible self-maps which are not compatible [3]. In this context,
we see that the noncompatibility of pf, rq ensures the existence of a sequence
xxny

8
n“1 in X with the choice (2.2) but lim

nÑ8
dpfxn, rxnq ‰ 0 or ` 8.

Motivated by this idea, Aamri and Moutawakil [1] introduced the notion
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A generalized common fixed point theorem. . . 93

of property E.A. In fact, self-maps f and r on X satify the property E.A.
if (2.2) holds good for some xxny 8n“1 Ă X, where the common limit p is
known as a tangent point. However, weak compatibility and property E.A.
are independent of each other [7], though both are weaker conditions of the
compatibility.

As an extension property E.A. to more than two self-maps, Akkouchi and
Popa [6] defined a class C of self-maps satisfying property E.A. if there is a
xxny

8
n“1 Ă X such that lim

nÑ8
fxn “ p for some p P X for each f P C.

Now we extend orbital completeness as follows:
Given x0 P X and f, g, h and r self-maps on X, if there exist points

x1, x2, x3, . . . in X such that

(2.3) fx3n´3 “ rx3n´2, gx3n´2 “ rx3n´1, hx3n´1 “ rx3n

for n “ 1, 2, 3, . . . ,

then the associated sequence xrxny 8n“1 is an pf, g, hq-orbit at x0 relative to r.
The space X is pf, g, hq-orbitally complete at x0 relative to r if every Cauchy
sequence in an pf, g, hq-orbit at x0 relative to r converges in X, and X is
pf, g, hq-orbitally complete relative to r if it is pf, g, hq-orbitally complete at
each x0 P X relative to r.

The notion of implicit-type relations were fisrt introduced by Popa [10]
to cover several contractive conditions and unify fixed point theorems. For
instance, ψ : R6

` Ñ R is a lower semicontinuous function such that

pC1q ψ is nonincreasing in the fifth and sixth coordinate variables,
pC2q there is a constant 0 ≤ ω ă 1 such that for every l ≥ 0,m ≥ 0,

p2.4q ψpl,m,m, l, l `m, 0q ≤ 0 or ψpl,m, l,m, 0, l `mq ≤ 0 ñ l ≤ ωm,

and
pC3q ψpl, l, 0, 0, l, lq ą 0, for all l ą 0.

We shall utilize this without pC1q. Also we note that (2.4) is trivial if l “ 0
for any m ≥ 0, while if m “ 0, (2.4) implies that l “ 0. Therefore, we modify
pC2q and represent ψ : R6

` Ñ R with new labelings as follows:

pPaq ψpl, 0, 0, l, l, 0q ą 0, for all l ą 0,
pPbq ψpl, 0, l, 0, 0, lq ą 0, for all l ą 0,
pPcq ψpl, l, 0, 0, l, lq ą 0, for all l ą 0.

3. Main result and discussion
Our main result is
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Theorem 3.1. Let f, g, h and r be self-maps on X satisfying the property
E.A. For all x, y P X, suppose that any two of the following inequalities hold
good:

ψpdpfx, gyq, dprx, ryq, dprx, fxq, dpry, gyq, dprx, gyq, dpry, fxqq ≤ 0,(3.1)
ψpdpgx, hyq, dprx, ryq, dprx, gxq, dpry, hyq, dprx, hyq, dpry, gxqq ≤ 0,(3.2)
ψpdphx, fyq, dprx, ryq, dprx, hxq, dpry, fyq, dprx, fyq, dpry, hxqq ≤ 0.(3.3)

Suppose that rpXq is pf, g, hq-orbitally complete relative to r. If r is weakly
compatible with any one of f, g and h, then all the four maps f, g, h and r
will have a common coincidence point, which will also be their common fixed
point. Further, the common fixed point is unique.

Proof. Suppose f, g, h and r satisfy the property E.A. Then we can find a
xxny

8
n“1 Ă X such that

(3.4)
lim
nÑ8

fxn “ lim
nÑ8

gxn “ lim
nÑ8

hxn “ lim
nÑ8

rxn “ u, for some u P X.

Since rpXq is pf, g, hq-orbitally complete relative to r, we see that u P rpXq
or

(3.5) u “ rp, for some p P X.

Since the assumption that r is weakly compatible with any one of f, g and
h involves cyclical invariance, it is enough to prove the result when pf, rq is
weakly compatible under any two of the inequalities (3.1)–(3.3). We indeed
consider two subcases:

Case (1). Either [(3.1), (3.2)] or [(3.1), (3.3)] hold good:
First we see that

(3.6) fp “ rp.

If possible, we assume that fp ‰ rp so that dprp, fpq ą 0. Then writing
x “ p and y “ xn in (3.1), we get

ψpdpfp, gxnq, dprp, rxnq, dprp, fpq, dprxn, gxnq, dprp, gxnq, dprxn, fpqq ≤ 0.

Applying the limit as nÑ8 and then using (3.4), (3.5) and lower semicon-
tinuity of ψ, we get

ψpdpfp, rpq, 0, dprp, fpq, 0, 0, dprp, fpqq ≤ 0.

This contradicts the choice pPbq. Therefore (3.6) must hold good.
Since f and r commute at the coincidence point p, it follows that frp “

rfp or

(3.7) fu “ ru,

in view of (3.5).
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Again, (3.1) with x “ y “ u and (3.7) gives

ψpdpfu, guq, dpru, ruq, dpru, fuq, dpru, guq, dpru, guq, dpru, fuqq ≤ 0,

or
ψpdpfu, guq, 0, 0, dpfu, guq, dpfu, guq, 0q ≤ 0,

which will contradict with pPaq if dpfu, guq ą 0. Hence

0 ≤ dpfu, guq ≤ 0 or fu “ gu.

Suppose that (3.2) holds good. With x “ u “ y, this gives

ψpdpgu, huq, dpru, ruq, dpru, guq, dpru, huq, dpru, huq, dpru, guqq ≤ 0

or that ψpdpgu, huq, 0, 0, dpfu, huq, dpru, huq, 0q ≤ 0, due to (3.7) and fu “
gu.

This again contradicts pPaq if dpgu, huq ą 0 so that dpgu, huq “ 0.
Thus u is a common coincidence point of f, g, h and r, that is

(3.8) fu “ gu “ hu “ ru.

On the other hand, if (3.3) holds good, then writing x “ y “ u in this,
followed by (3.7) and fu “ gu, and proceeding as above, we get gu “ hu and
hence (3.8).

We see below that u is a fixed point of f . In fact, (3.1) with x “ u and
y “ xn gives

ψpdpfu, gxnq, dpru, rxnq, dpru, fuq, dprxn, gxnq, dpru, gxnq, dprxn, fuqq ≤ 0.

Applying the limit as nÑ8 and using (3.8) and lower semicontinuity of ψ,
we obtain

(3.9) ψpdpfu, uq, dpfu, uq, 0, 0, dpfu, uq, dpfu, uqq ≤ 0.

This would contradict pPcq if dpfu, uq ą 0, proving that dpfu, uq “ 0 or
fu “ u. This, together with (3.8) implies that u is a common fixed point of
f, g, h and r.

Case (2). The inequalities (3.2) and (3.3) hold good:
Writing x “ xn and y “ p in (3.3), we get

ψpdphxn, fpq, dprxn, rpq, dprxn, hxnq, dprp, fpq, dprxn, fpq, dprp, hxnqq ≤ 0.

Applying the limit as n Ñ 8 and then using (3.4), (3.5) and the lower
semi-continuity of ψ, we get

ψpdprp, fpq, 0, 0, dprp, fpq, dprp, fpq, 0q ≤ 0.

This gives a contradiction to pPaq if dprp, fpq ą 0. Hence dprp, fpq “ 0 or
rp “ fp “ u and (3.7) follows, since pf, rq are weakly compatible.

Again from (3.3) with x “ u “ y and (3.7), we see that

ψpdphu, fuq, dpru, ruq, dpru, huq, dpru, fuq, dpru, fuq, dpru, huqq ≤ 0
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or ψpdphu, fuq, 0, dpfu, huq, 0, 0, dpfu, huqq ≤ 0,

which would be against the choice pPbq if dpfu, huq ą 0.
This shows that fu “ hu.
But then, (3.2) with x “ u “ y and (3.7) imply that

ψpdpgu, fuq, 0, dpfu, guq, 0, 0, dpfu, guqq ≤ 0,

which again will contradict pPbq if fu ‰ gu.
Thus fu “ gu and again (3.8) follows.
Finally with x “ xn and y “ u, (3.3) becomes

ψpdphxn, fuq, dprxn, ruq, dprxn, hxnq, dpru, fuq, dprxn, fuq, dpru, hxnqq ≤ 0.

In the limit as nÑ8, this together with (3.8) gives

ψpdpu, fuq, dpu, fuq, 0, 0, dpu, fuq, dpfu, uqq ≤ 0,

which would be a contradiction to the choice pPcq if dpfu, uq ą 0. Hence
dpfu, uq “ 0, that is u is a fixed point of f and hence a common fixed point
of f, g, h and r, by virtue of (3.8).

It is well-known that the identity map i on X commutes with every map s
on X. Hence pi, sq is weakly compatible. Therefore, taking r “ i, the identity
map on X in Theorem 3.1, we get

Corollary 3.1. Let f, g and h be self-maps on X satisfying any two of
the following inequalities:

ψpdpfx, gyq, dpx, yq, dpx, fxq, dpy, gyq, dpx, gyq, dpy, fxqq ≤ 0,(3.10)
ψpdpgx, hyq, dpx, yq, dpx, gxq, dpy, hyq, dpx, hyq, dpy, gxqq ≤ 0,(3.11)
ψpdphx, fyq, dpx, yq, dpx, hxq, dpy, fyq, dpx, fyq, dpy, hxqq ≤ 0,(3.12)

for all x, y P X. If f, g, h and i satisfy the property E.A. and X is pf, g, hq-
orbitally complete, then f, g and h will have a unique common fixed point.

Now we show that Corollary 3.1 is a significant generalization of Theorem
1.1:

First we write

ψpl1, l2, l3, l4, l5, l6q “ p1` pl2ql1 ´ ppl3l4 ` l5l6q ´ qmax

"

l2, l3, l4,
l5 ` l6

2

*

,

where p and q have the same choice as given in Theorem 1.1.
Then ψ is lower semicontinuous,

pPaq ψpl, 0, 0, l, l, 0q “ p1` p ¨ 0ql ´ pp0 ¨ l ` l ¨ 0q ´ qmax

"

0, 0, l,
l ` 0

2

*

“ p1´ qql ą 0, for all l ą 0,
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pPbq ψpl, 0, l, 0, 0, lq “ p1` p ¨ 0ql ´ ppl ¨ 0` 0 ¨ lq ´ qmax

"

0, l, 0,
0` l

2

*

“ p1´ qql ą 0, for all l ą 0,

and

pPcq ψpl, l, 0, 0, l, lq “ p1` p ¨ lql ´ pp0 ¨ 0` l ¨ lq ´ qmax

"

l, 0, 0,
l ` l

2

*

“ p1´ qql ą 0, for all l ą 0.

Thus (1.1)–(1.1) are particular cases of the relations (3.10)–(3.12).
Let x0 P X be arbitrary. From the proof of Theorem 1.1, it follows that

xxny
8
n“1 is a Cauchy sequence in X. Since X is pf, g, hq-orbitally complete,

xn Ñ z for some z P X. That is,

lim
nÑ8

fx3n´3 “ lim
nÑ8

gx3n´2 “ lim
nÑ8

hx3n´1 “ z.

Now let limnÑ8 fx3n´2 “ ξ. Writing x “ y “ x3n´2 in (1.1), we get

r1` pdpx3n´2, x3n´2qsdpfx3n´2, gx3n´2q

≤ prdpx3n´2, fx3n´2qdpx3n´2, gx3n´2q ` dpx3n´2, gx3n´2qdpx3n´2, fx3n´2qs

` qmax

"

dpx3n´2, x3n´2q, dpx3n´2, fx3n´2q, dpx3n´2, gx3n´2q,

1

2
rdpx3n´2, gx3n´2q ` dpx3n´2, fx3n´2qs

*

.

Applying the limit as nÑ8, using the choice of ξ and then simplifying, we
get dpξ, zq ≤ qdpz, ξq so that ξ “ z.

Similarly, if limnÑ8 hx3n´2 “ τ , using (1.1) with x “ y “ x3n´2 in the
limit as nÑ8 gives τ “ z. In other words,

lim
nÑ8

fyn “ lim
nÑ8

gyn “ lim
nÑ8

hyn “ z,

where yn “ x3n´2, proving that the triad pf, g, hq satisfies the property E.A.,
and a unique common fixed point can be ensured by Corollary 3.1.

It is remarkable that Theorem 1.1 employs all the three conditions
(1.1)–(1.1), while Corollary 3.1 uses only two out of three at a time.

Corollary 3.2. Let f and r be self-maps on X satisfying the property E.A.
and the inequality

(3.13) ψpdpfx, fyq, dprx, ryq, dprx, fxq, dpry, fyq, dprx, fyq, dpry, fxqq ≤ 0,

for all x, y P X. If rpXq is f-orbitally complete relative to r, then f and r will
have a coincidence point. Further, if pf, rq is weakly compatible, then f and r
will have a unique common fixed point.
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Proof. We set h “ g “ f in Theorem 3.1, we get a particular case of each of
(3.1)–(3.3) as (3.13). Also the space X reduces to f-orbitally complete relative
to r [9] in the sense that every Cauchy sequence in the pf, rq-orbit Of,rpx0q
at each x0 converges in X, where Of,rpx0q has the choice : fxn´1 “ rxn for
n “ 1, 2, 3, . . . .

Since every complete metric space is f -orbitally complete relative to r [9],
we immediately have

Corollary 3.3. (Theorem 3.1, [4]) Let f and r be self-maps on X satisfying
the property E.A. and the inequality (3.13). If rpXq is complete, then f and r
will have a coincidence point. Further, f and r will have a unique common
fixed point, provided pf, rq is weakly compatible.

Imdad and Ali [4] asserted that the completeness of rpXq is necessary to
obtain a coincidence point for f and r through the following example:

Example 3.1. (Example 5.2, [4]) Let

F pl1, l2, l3, l4, l5, l6q “ l21 ´ al
2
2 ´

bl5l6
l23 ` l

2
4 ` 1

,

where a “ 1{2 and b “ 1{4. Set X “

"

0,
1

2
,
1

22
,
1

23
, . . .

*

with the usual

metric d. Define f, r : X Ñ X by

f0 “
1

22
, f

ˆ

1

2n´1

˙

“
1

2n`1
and r0 “

1

2
, r

ˆ

1

2n´1

˙

“
1

2n
,

for n “ 1, 2, 3, . . . . Then pf, rq satisfies the property E.A. and

rpXq “

"

1

2
,
1

22
,
1

23
, . . .

*

.

For x0 “ 0, choose x1 “
1

2
, x2 “

1

22
, x3 “

1

23
, . . . so that

Of,rpx0q “

"

1

22
,
1

23
,
1

24
, . . .

*

,

while for x0 “
1

2n´1
, we have

Of,rpx0q “

"

1

2n`1
,

1

2n`2
,

1

2n`3
, . . .

*

,

for each n “ 1, 2, 3, . . . . In either case, Of,rpx0q converges to 0 R rpXq.
Thus rpXq is not orbitally complete at each x0. As such, the maps f and

r do not have a coincidence point, even though X is complete.
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In view of this example, it is more appropriate to assert that the orbital
completeness of rpXq, rather than its completeness, is necessary for the exis-
tence of a coincidence point for f and r. In other words, orbital completeness
of rpXq is necessary for the existence of a coincidence point for f and r in
Corollary 3.2.
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